
You have your Google Analytics 4 (GA4) property tracking and you’re ready to look into 
building out the same reports you relied on in Universal Analytics. 

This resource will provide you step-by-step instructions on how to create a Cohort 
Analysis report in GA4. The example report will be tailored towards the lifecycle of 
users who visit your dealer website from Cars.com compared to other traffic sources 
(such as Organic users), but you can create this Cohort report comparing any subset  of 
characteristics as  you’d like, such as gender or device.

To begin, you will need to log into your GA4 property and navigate to the ‘Explore’ 
section in the GA4 interface:

Step 1 - Create the Cohort Custom Report: 

Step 2: - Remove all default segments and Dimensions:



Step 3: Create a new Segment for Cars.com First Source:

http://cars.com


Step 3: Cont…



Step 4: Create a new Segment for Organic Search First Source:

Follow the same steps above but final set up looks like this… (DO NOT PUT AND***) 
This is an OR Statement

***We are only looking at the SERP source from GOOGLE!

Step 5: Ensure Metrics is set to ‘Active Users’:



Step 6: Scroll down to the bottom on ‘Tab Settings’ Section to Change ‘Metric Type’ 
from ‘Sum’ → Per Cohort User

End Result: 



Comparing different cohorts for additional insight: The Cohort Analysis is flexible - if 
a comparison needs to be done between different relevant cohorts, such as Paid 
Search, CarGurus, AutoTrader (etc.), please do the following:
Create a new User Segment by pressing the ‘+’ button

Then select ‘User Segment’ once more.



Within the Segment settings, you will be able to target your cohort by either First 
User Source, or First User Medium. For example, ‘cargurus’ traffic would be the 
‘Source’, and ‘Referral’ would be the ‘Medium’ under which that traffic arrived. It is a 
great idea to cross-reference this information with the GA4 User Acquisition report in 
order to find the best Source or Medium for the comparison.

An example of cross-referencing the data to ensure all instances of CarGurus traffic 
are included:



End Result: The newly created CarGurus report is present and reporting data:

Keep in mind this logic can be applied to any segment of traffic, whether broken down 
by Source, Medium, or any other creative reporting methods, as long as you 
cross-reference the data in GA4 to ensure the proper Source or Medium are being used:



What are we looking at? How to analyze a Cohort Report?

● A Cohort report looks at the life cycle of a type of user. In this case we are 
comparing when a users comes to the DI website from the referral source of 
Cars.com vs when they come from Google’s Organic sources such as a Google 
SERP or Google My Business page.

● Analyzing time-based cohorts helps in looking at the churn rate of a particular user
○ Churn Rate - Is the measure of a number of individuals or items moving out of 

a collective group over a specific period.
● Why do we look at the percentages?

○ We look at the percentage because of the volume of users may be different. 
So when we look at the sum the Organic field looks to be higher, this is just 
because that channel tends to bring more users to the website. However what 
is their value? When we change to the percentage we get to see what percent 
of those users have more intent. So although Cars isn’t bringing as many 
users as Organic, it is bringing users that are lower in purchase funnel.

● OVERALL: We are looking at the value of the User over time coming from a 
particular source.
○ In the final report above we can see when a user reaches week four they are 

a higher percentage coming from Cars.com vs Organic.

To Build an “All Users” Segment, follow the steps to add a “User Segment” and Include Users 
When: First User Source does not exactly match (insert a blank space with your space bar). 
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